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Photosynthetically-powered phototactic
active nematic liquid crystal fluids
and gels

Check for updates

Andrii Repula1, Colin Gates2,3, Jeffrey C. Cameron 2,3 & Ivan I. Smalyukh 1,2,4,5

One of the most ancient forms of life dating to ~3.5 billion years ago, cyanobacteria are highly
abundant organisms that convert light into energy and motion, often within conjoined filaments and
larger colonies that attract a great deal of interest but their active nematic behavior remained
unexplored. Here we demonstrate how light causes a spontaneous self-assembly of two- and three-
dimensional active nematic states of cyanobacterial filaments, with a plethora of topological defects.
We quantify light-controlled evolutions of orientational and velocity order parameters during the
transition between disordered and orientationally ordered states of photosynthetic active matter, as
well as the subsequent active nematic’s fluid-gel transformation. Patterned illumination and foreign
inclusions with different shapes interact with cyanobacterial active nematics in nontrivial ways while
inducing interfacial boundary conditions and fractional boojum defects. Our phototactic model
system promises opportunities to systematically explore fundamental properties and technological
utility of the liquid crystalline active matter.

Active matter, which includes all forms of life and their motile building
blocks, as well as many synthetic systems, is characterized by its ability to
take in and dissipate energy at the level of constituent particles and, in the
process, execute systematic motions1–5. This out-of-equilibrium behavior
often leads to emergent collective phenomena like the formation of flocks of
birds and schools of fish, differing from more conventional equilibrium
condensed matter systems6. Formation of and transitions between ordered
states of activematter with polar or nonpolar motions of constituents are of
particular interest1–5,7–11, but systems in which such behaviors can be sys-
tematically studied and robustly controlled remain limited12–22. Studies of
classical active matter systems like bacterial communities often rely on
naturally occurring and pre-engineered effects like chemotaxis23–26, disper-
sion within lyotropic liquid crystalline host media9–11,27, bacterial light
sensitivity28–31, formation of conjoined filaments31,32 and emergent effects
like “bacterial turbulence”24,33. However, the means of guiding and com-
manding bacterial active matter remain limited. For example, photo-
patterning of topological defects in lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals via
aligning elongated dye molecules on confining surfaces had to be used to
guide bacteria to exhibit localized motions along only simple circular

trajectories around certain types of defects11, similar to ones guided by
concentric director patterns in lyotropic liquid crystals of DNA10. On the
other hand, one of the most common lifeforms on Earth, cyanobacteria use
light as an energy source derived through photosynthetic activity, which
once transformed our Earth’s atmosphere while generating oxygen and
converting carbon dioxide into biomass34–44. They also might be the first
bacteria to be discovered and directly observed in a microscope44, with the
very first historical microbiology reports mentioning the light-powered
activity of filaments consisting of “green globules joined together” and
moving “in an orderly manner”38,41,44. Such light-powered active matter
systems may offer unprecedented control of the out-of-equilibrium beha-
vior, potentially even in relation to mats, blooms and production of oxygen
or toxins34–40. Surprisingly, active nematic behavior of cyanobacterial fila-
ments remained quantitatively unexplored, with the great potential of
controlling it by light and gradients of its intensity never utilized. Exploring
and exploiting this behavior is fundamentally important to understand, for
example, how complex filamentous cyanobacterial motility42–44 changes
upon formation of a crowdedorientationally ordered environment andhow
defects can form during light-driven “fusion” of nematic domains with
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different orientations, an active-matter analog of the Kibble-Zurek
mechanism45–47. The possibility of forming light-induced active nematic
counterparts of tactoidal domains with possible analogs of boojum
defects, which are common for co-existent nematic and disordered states
in passive liquid crystals48–53, also remains unexplored despite the tre-
mendous recent progress in studies of defects in various biological and
synthetic active matter systems1–20,54,55. Even the very emergence of
phototaxis-mediated active nematic order out of a disordered state in
response to light has not been demonstrated, even though this would be a
fascinating active matter analog of the recently discovered phototropic
liquid crystallinity in equilibrium systems56. Despite of the growing
interest in using light to control active matter57–59, and despite the related
to it great potential for realizing anomalous stimuli-responsive
materials60, the simultaneously photosynthetic (powered by light as the
source of energy) and phototactic contiguous active nematic liquid
crystals have not been studied.

Here we use two different species of cyanobacteria, Geitlerinema sp.
and Oscillatoria brevis (O. brevis), to reveal how phototaxis and spatially
localized light-supplied energy lead to spontaneous formation of active
liquid crystal states, where both two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) active nematic fluids and gels form under different
conditions. In this context, we study the transition from initially pre-
dominantly polar curvilinear motions of long semiflexible conjoined cya-
nobacterial filaments within illuminated areas to their emergent bipolar
motility as the system transforms fromacollectionof sparsenon-interacting
filaments to the nematic-state crowded cyanobacterial community. Con-
trary to possible expectations, such active nematic ordering effects do not
emerge upon concentrating the cyanobacterial filaments by simple physical
means like centrifugation instead of phototaxis, where separation of bac-
terial filaments is not controlled by natural slime production, becoming
detrimental for the bacterial community’s viability. This observation high-
lights the importance of our methodology of obtaining phototactic active

nematics inspired by and compatible with the natural microbiological
processes.

By quantitatively characterizing mean square displacements (MSDs)
and both orientational and nematic velocity order parameters, we probe
both disordered and orientationally ordered active matter fluid and gel
states, as well as transformations between them. We find that both motile
and static topological defects emerge in these active nematic systems, with
their dynamics sensitive to the fluid or gel types of the photosynthetically
powered nematic host media. Furthermore, we explore interactions of the
locally induced active nematic’s orientational order and bacterial motility
with edges of illuminated sample areas and with immobile foreign inclu-
sions, showing emergence of boojum defects. Our findings may allow for
designing highly controlled experiments to test active matter theories and
may provide insights for commanding the out-of-equilibrium collective
behavior of cyanobacterial active matter60, with potential utility including
control of bacterial mats and blooms, as well as the ensuing oxygen gen-
eration and inhibition of toxin production34–40.

Results
2D phototactic active nematics
Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic organisms that exhibit positive photo-
tactic motility toward localized light sources (Fig. 1a–c, Supplementary
Note 1), with light being the source of energy. They tend to live colonially
within long filaments of tens to hundreds of rod- or disc-shaped cells, called
trichomes (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1). Resembling stacks of mole-
cules in chromonic liquid crystals9,11 and DNA or RNA biopolymers
assembled from nucleotide bases6,10, trichomes naturally have large length-
to-width aspect ratios, typically ~100 for the species we study (though we
can control it, seeMethods). They can exhibit either bent or straight shapes
that often correlate with circular or straight motion trajectories, with some
species also rotating around longitudinal axes while self-propelling (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2 and Movies 1 and 2). Cyanobacteria secrete

Fig. 1 | 2D confinement, phototactic behavior and interactions of trichomes.
a Schematic of bacterial response to light with intensity gradients. b Optical
micrograph of trichomes in a locally illuminated circular region; insets show higher
magnification, where Geitlerinema sp. (top) and Oscillatoria brevis (bottom) fila-
ments are seen while being optically resolved at a single cell level; the red and green
models depict the chain-like associations of cyanobacteria at the end of the filaments

of two different species, with the bacteria at the ends taking geometric formsdifferent
from the ones in the middle of filaments. cMotility confined within the illuminated
area corresponding to (b). dCyanobacterial filaments and their collision followed by
co-alignment, as revealed by optical imaging; elapsed time t ismarked in the bottom-
left corners. e Corresponding motion traces depicting propulsion directionalities
before and after the collision. White scale bars, 40 µm.
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polysaccharide slime42 (Supplementary Fig. 1d) to mediate gliding motion
along the filament axis, which is further enriched by the type IV pili43. Once
in the illuminated region (Fig. 1b), cyanobacterial motility becomes geo-
metrically confined to it (Fig. 1c) due to phototaxis and spatially nonuni-
form availability of locally abundant energy supplied as light within the
illuminated area.While the phototaxis-drivenmotion from dark to lit areas
is directed towards the optimally illuminated region and polar in nature for
all studied cyanobacterial filaments, to retain the light-supplied access to
energy by staying in the lit area, they are found exhibiting different, more
complex motions either along complex curvilinear trajectories or with
motion directionality reversals, depending on trichomes’ effective rigidity,
geometry and species (Supplementary Fig. 2). Although cell divisions are
negligible under the relatively short-term conditions of our experiments40,
filament number density in the lit area increases with time owing to
migration of cells from darker regions, which in turn leads to out-of-
equilibrium inter-particle interactions via collisions (Fig. 1d,e and Supple-
mentary Movie 1).

When agar-enabled confinement constrains cyanobacterial displace-
ments to be within a one-bacterium-thick 2D “monolayer”40 at the agar-
substrate interface (seeMethods for details of sample preparation), collision
between trichomes results in their mutual rotations and co-alignment
(Fig. 1d, e, and SupplementaryMovie 1). The phototaxis-driven increase of

cell density over time leads to the emergence of out-of-equilibrium nematic
order of the active cyanobacterial particleswithin the entire illuminated area
(Fig. 2a–d, Fig. 3a–c and SupplementaryMovies 2 and 3). The observations
revealed in Fig. 2 vividly resemble the onset of interactions that in early
models of active rods8werepredicted to lead to 2Dnematic order, though (at
the time of moving towards the lit areas) individual trichomes exhibit polar
motility in theprocess of phototaxis, which they can then “switch to bipolar”
once in the illuminated area. As we shall see later, overall this active matter
system exhibits a very complex, hierarchically emergent behavior. The
ensuing 2D nematic is characterized by a director n describing the average
orientation of cyanobacterial filaments (Fig. 2b), which is selected out of all
possible azimuthal orientations as a result of inter-trichome interactions.
The phototaxis-driven 2D active nematics typically emerge under condi-
tions of the 2Dmonolayer-like confinement (seeMethods for preparation),
when forming at the interface between solid surfaces like glass and solidified
agar (Fig. 2b, d). The phototaxis drives out-of-equilibrium structural
transformations from an initial isotropic state with the active particles
moving in random directions at their low concentrations or number den-
sities (Fig. 2a, c) to a nematic state with orderly bipolar motility at high
number densities (Fig. 2b, c), as quantified experimentally using videomi-
croscopy and data analysis (Supplementary Fig. 3 and Movies 2, 3). Active
matter states resembling 2Dnematics are also found forming spontaneously

Fig. 2 | Emergence of 2D phototactic active nematics. Disordered and nematic
morphologies ofGeitlerinema sp., shown in red, andO. brevis (bottom insets, shown
in green) before (a) and after (b) illumination. c 2Dparticle trajectories in disordered
(left) and nematic (right) states, in the latter case revealing bipolar nematic-like
motions of filaments. Time elapsed since the beginning of tracking (tmin) until the
end of tracking (tmax) is depicted using the color scale shown in the bottom inset,
where tmax− tmin = 5 min.dDepth-resolved confocal-like nonlinear optical imaging
cross-section of the 2D one-trichome-thick nematic bacterial community acquired

from a region in (b) along the yellow dashed line marked with “d-d”. eDistributions
of filament orientations (left) and of their velocity vectors (right) in the disordered
and nematic states, with the latter emerging from the phototactic cyanobacterial
response. Time evolution of trichomes relative surface area coverage σ (f), orien-
tational S2D (g) and velocity φ (h) order parameters during continuous spatially
localized illumination. iMSDs parallel (black) and perpendicular (pink) to n for the
fluid and gel nematic states, probed over short time scales ~100 s. Scale bars, 40 µm, if
not mentioned otherwise. Error bars are the standard deviations (see Methods).
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Fig. 3 | 3D phototactic active nematics. a Image of a 3D Geitlerinema sp. com-
munity induced by projecting a pattern of light with intensity gradients, obtained by
projecting an inverse intensity pattern corresponding to the Mona Lisa painting by
Leonardo da Vinci. b Zoomed in 3D nematic gel ordering of trichomes captured by
multiphoton imaging. c 3D schematic of nematically arranged filaments embedded
in the polysaccharide slime. Cross-section of the 3D nematic fluid (d) and gel (e)
parallel ton. fA3Dnonlinearmultiphoton-absorption-based optical image showing
the nematic fluid ordering. g Multiphoton-absorption-based cross-sectional image
of a nematicfluid taken perpendicular ton.h–iCross-sectional images of nematic gel
obtained for a vertical plane perpendicular to n. The images reveal nematic liquid-

crystalline order without positional correlations of bacterial filaments (h) and locally
hexagonal near-neighbor arrangement within such large communities, which is
sometimes seen near the surface closest to the illumination source (i). Typical fila-
ment trajectories in the 3D nematic fluid (j) and gel (k) media, demonstrating
bipolar particle propulsion parallel ton. Time elapsed since the beginning of tracking
(tmin) until the end of tracking (tmax) is depicted using the color scale shown in the
insets, where, where tmax− tmin = 10 min for (j) and 30 min for (k). lMSDs parallel
(black) and perpendicular (pink) to n for the fluid and gel states. Scale bars, 10 µm, if
not mentioned otherwise.
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at water-air interfaces when trichomes get entrapped at the interface by
surface tension (Supplementary Movie 4 and Methods), which resembles a
2D laboratory counterpart of blooms and cyanobacterial mats found on
surfaces of freshwater lakes38.

As the emergent nematic order develops, the cyanobacterial cell
motility evolves dramatically over time. Initially predominantly polar
motions of long filaments towards the light source or along curved trajec-
tories confined within the illuminated region (Fig. 1c and Supplementary
Fig. 2a) gradually change to their bipolar motility (Figs. 2 and 3 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 3). This bipolar motility is first oriented along positionally
random but orientationally ordered trajectories (nematic-fluid-like) and
then (in older samples in a state to which we will refer as a “nematic gel”)
features bacteria repeatedly moving along the same slime-defined trajec-
tories in abipolar fashion (Figs. 2 and3 andSupplementaryFig. 3), aswewill
quantify further below. Interestingly, while motility features and complex
propulsion trajectories of planktonic cyanobacterial filaments highly
depend on their length-to-width aspect ratio, rigidity of the semi-flexible
trichomes and their type/species (Supplementary Fig. 2), all studied tri-
chomes are found to eventually formphototaxis-driven active nematic fluid
and gel states with bipolar motility in the crowded nematic environment.
This can be explained, at a qualitative level, by the semi-flexible trichomes
adopting straight conformations to maximize the surface coverage of the lit
areas and, thus, to optimize the energy intake by the growing dense bacterial
community. Even as we start from relatively short straight trichomes
(Fig. 2a, prepared with the help of sonication, see Methods), we find them
becoming longer and longer due to end-to-end associations as they form
nematic states (Fig. 2b) but still retaining straight-rod-like conformations
and featuring bipolar motility along straight lines decorating the nonpolar
director field n(r) (Fig. 2b, c).

Videomicroscopy reveals how, over the course of hours, orientational
distributions of bacterial filaments evolve from isotropic to unidirectional
nematic whereas velocity vector distributions evolve from initially pointing
in random directions in the isotropic state to adopting a bimodal character
in the nematic state (Fig. 2c, e, Supplementary Movie 2). For example, we
quantitatively characterize evolution of the system within 8 h (Fig. 2). For
this, we concurrently measure the relative filament surface coverage area σ
(the ratio of the surface area covered by filaments divided by the total area),
the 2D orientational order parameter6 S2D = <2cos2θ−1> and the 2D velo-
city order parameter7 φ = <φ(t)>t = 2((<cos2χ>t− 1/2)2+ <sinχcosχ>2

t)
1/2

(Fig. 2f–h), where angles θ and χ describe the individual trichome’s and its
velocity vector’s orientations, respectively (Fig. 2e). While the behavior of
cyanobacterial active particles is length-dependent and species-specific and
much more complex than that of active rigid rods (Supplementary Fig. 2),
their behavior within the crowded cyanobacterial community environment
resembles that of rigid rods with bipolar motility and justifies the use of
parameters φ and S2D as quantifiers of the observed emergent active matter
behavior, even if the physics behind these effects is more complex than that
of rigid active rods. Starting from a dilute cyanobacterial community with
σ ≈ 0.02 and filament average length of 40 µm (Supplementary Fig.1), local
illuminationprompts continuous growth of surface coverage until it reaches
a saturation level of σ ≈ 0.5 in about 3 h (Fig. 2f). Both orientation and
velocity order parameters continuously increase up to S2D ≈ 0.70 (Fig. 2g)
and φ ≈ 0.84 (Fig. 2h), also saturating in ~3 h. Videomicroscopy with
individual cyanobacterial trichome tracking reveals the bipolar propulsion
mainly parallel ton (SupplementaryMovie 2), withMSD found scaling as tα

(Fig. 2i), where α is the diffusion exponent6. At short time scales, the pro-
pulsion along n is essentially ballistic for both nematic fluids and gels, with
α∣∣≈ 2, similar to the case of ballistic propulsion of individual cyanobacterial
cells powered by light (Supplementary Fig. 1g). At the same time, the dif-
fusion exponent measured perpendicular to n in the ordered crowded
communities is hindered, featuring α⊥< 2 (Fig. 2i). These findings are
consistent with propulsion forces being along the trichome’s long axis.
Interestingly, at short time scales (shorter than the typical time of reversing
propulsion directionality) the diffusion exponents are relatively similar for
active nematic fluids and gels, implying that the filaments continue to

exhibit active particle behavior during both transformations from isotropic
to nematicfluid state andnematicfluid to gel state (Fig. 2i), thoughbelowwe
shall see the differences between behaviors of the fluid and gel states when
quantified by probing MSD at larger time scales.

3D phototactic active nematics
Without the specially designed 2D confinement discussed above (see also
Methods), cyanobacterial filaments can freely move in 3D (Supplementary
Movies 5 and 6). This enables the phototaxis-driven crowding of filaments
while theymove one atop another, with the ensuing formation of 3D active
nematic slabs with high concentrations (number densities) of trichomes
(Fig. 3a–c). Simply shining light through a glass substrate leads to a gradual
increase in the concentration of cyanobacteria within a volume above the
illuminated region (Fig. 3a), within which the bacterial filaments can be
relatively tightly packed to commonly span heights corresponding to 20–30
Geitlerinema sp. cell widths (Fig. 3b, c). The depth of phototaxis-driven
bacterial community extension along the light propagation direction
obtained in this way is, however, somewhat limited because the source of
visible light becomes eclipsed by the evolving filament assembly due to its
light absorption and scattering. To overcome constraints of similar
scattering-related losses of light in the process of imaging, our experimental
3D spatial configurations of trichomes are reconstructed from stacks of
depth-resolved fluorescence images acquired by multiphoton-absorption-
based nonlinear optical fluorescence microscopy (see Methods and
Fig. 3b–i), providing insights about the structure of the 3D samples with
active nematic order. Cross-sectional images in planes parallel (Fig. 3d, e)
and perpendicular (Fig. 3g–i) to n reveal the spatial structural organization
offluidlike (Fig. 3d, f, g) and gel-like (Fig. 3e, h) 3Dactive nematics, aswell as
the occasional formation of active fluid states with locally hexagonal near-
field arrangements of geometric centers of the filaments’ circular cross-
sections (Fig. 3i). Videomicroscopy-based filament tracking in the lateral
X-Y plane at 20 µm above the sample surface closer to the light source
(Fig. 3j,k) reveals pronouncedly elongated filament trajectories in the lateral
planes of thefluid state,which are oriented along the local directorn. Similar
to the case of 2D nematics, the active filamentous cyanobacterial particles
here also exhibit ballistic propulsion along their longer axes parallel to n
(with α∣∣ ≈ 2), whereas motility in directions perpendicular to n is hindered
(α⊥< 2) (Fig. 3j–l), revealing strong anisotropy of the cyanobacterial active
nematics of both fluid and gel types studied here. The analysis of MSD on
the relatively short time scales (<100 s) reveals that the cyanobacteria behave
as active particles self-propelling along n in both nematic fluids and gels,
though below we will describe more complex behavior of MSD on larger
time scales.

Similar to 2D nematics, the selection of director orientation in the
growingmonodomains of phototactic activenematic samples is an outcome
of interactions between individual filaments, randomly chosen from dif-
ferent possible orientations, as we tested by using the same light source for
multiple samples repeatedly prepared under the same conditions.When the
photactically induced domain is small, the average direction of cyano-
bacterial ordering slowly rotates over time, but such rotations stop as the
domain grows to become large (hundreds of microns laterally).

The orientational order parameter of our 3D active nematic systems is
calculated based on3Dnonlinear optical structural imaging and the velocity
order parameter is estimated using a 2D nematicmodel7 for both fluids and
gels within the studied quasi-3D nematic states (see Methods). This
approach of quantifying the 2D velocity order parameter in samples of
modest thickness, typically smaller thanfilament lengths, is adoptedbecause
the cyanobacterial filaments tend to adopt horizontal quasi-2Dorientations
while exhibiting their motions in planes roughly parallel to the confining
substrates. Both orientational and velocity order parameters exhibit rela-
tively high values, within a typical range of 0.7–0.9, comparable to that of 2D
nematic states, similarly obtained from videomicroscopy-based orientation
distribution data shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. Optical imaging with
transmission-mode microscopy for thick samples (100 μm and larger
thickness) placed between crossed polarizers, with and without an
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additional retardation plate, reveals birefringence Δn ~ 10−5 of the studied
3D phototactic nematic samples (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4).
This finding suggests the presence of orientational order in organizations of
not only the bacterial cells but also in the extracellular biopolymermolecules
within the surrounding polysaccharide matrix, somewhat resembling
observations for active nematics formed by cellulose-producing bacteria,
where both bacteria and extracellular nanocellulose were found being
orientationally ordered23.

Transformations between phototactic active nematic fluids
and gels
In addition to generating the birefringent medium of biopolymers co-
assembled with trichomes, the polysaccharide slime (Supplementary
Fig. 1d) ejected by propelling cyanobacterial filaments eventually causes
formation of a dense viscoelastic matrix42,43. As compared to isotropic-to-
nematic transition, the 2D fluid-gel transformation stemming from this
process happens continuously at longer time scales, typically over the course
of days. This transition is accompanied by an additional gradual increase of
filament length (due to end-to-end associations between different tri-
chomes) and number density as compared to the isotropic or nematic fluid
states (Fig. 4a–c). For example, within 96 h, starting from a relatively dilute
cyanobacterial community with the surface coverage of σ ≈ 0.2, a 2D
nematic gel with σ ≈ 0.9 and the corresponding orientational order para-
meter of S2D ≈ 0.95 (Fig. 4d) gradually forms. During this gel formation
process, the amplitude of trichome velocity V decreases down from the
initial V0 = 2 µm/s to values near zero (Fig. 4d), eventually making the
system static, or “frozen”. With the trichome velocity slowing down and
bipolarmotions featuring propulsion reversals at progressively shorter time
scales, the MSD probed over 103−104s changes its behavior from being
purely ballistic (α ≈ 2) in an isotropic low-density state to partially hindered
in the nematic fluid and gel states (at relatively short time scales α ≈ 1.6), as
revealed in Fig. 4e. With time, and especially upon formation of nematic
gels, the filament motility becomes quasi-periodic, which is manifested by
the oscillating behavior of the longer-time-scale MSD curve (Fig. 4e, green
curve, with the onset of such behavior also seen for the magenta curve
describing the nematic fluid state). These changes in the MSD behavior at
larger time scales are directly related to the transition from polar to bipolar
motility with progressively shorter times and distances between bipolar
motion reversals, until a completely static state forms.Moreover, suchpolar-
to-bipolar transformation in the motions behavior with elapsed time is

found accompanying the isotropic-nematic and then fluid-gel transitions
for samples both without (Figs. 2–5) and with (Figs. 6 and 7) topological
defects, including both 2D and 3D nematic samples. On the time scales of
tens of hours and days, the bacteria-secreted viscoelastic matrix creates
tracks of cyanobacterial motions and, therefore, the propulsion character
changes. In a nematic fluid, bacteria move roughly along n while following
trajectories that evolve with time and feature relatively rare reversals of
propulsion directions every several minutes (Fig. 5a). Cyanobacterial
bipolar motions in the older samples within the gel state become more
quasi-periodic in time, always along the same slime-defined tracks parallel
ton (Fig. 5b). The typical distance drev between the two neighboringmotion
reversal events of the samefilament in a 2Dactivenematic gel ismeasured to
be 22 µm (Fig. 5b, e), which is shorter than that in the corresponding fluid
state (≥120 µm, Fig. 5a) and even the filament length itself (Supplementary
Fig. 1d). Within this active fluid-gel transformation process, the average
filament velocity drops from 0.8 µm/s in the nematic fluid state to 0.1 µm/s
in the nematic gel state (Fig. 5f and Supplementary Movies 3 and 4). At the
same time, both order parameters that we quantify, S2D and φ, feature high
values in both the nematic fluids and gels, typically within the range of
0.6–0.9 (Figs. 2g, h and 4d).

The hindered filament dynamics in our active matter system can be
also probed by means of mapping the propulsion reversal points, as shown
in Fig. 6a, b and Fig. 7a, b for fluid and gel states, respectively. As anticipated
based on the above analysis, the reversal points are sparse in the 2Dnematic
fluid (Fig. 6a, b) as compared to the 2Dnematic gel (Fig. 7a, b), in both cases
differently from isotropic states with sparse filaments, where such propul-
sion reversals are rare (Supplementary Fig. 2a–c). The differences between
our active nematic fluids and gels are also apparent from observing the
recovery after photobleaching (Figs. 6c and 7c for the fluid and gel states,
respectively), as further detailed in Supplementary Fig. 5. To obtain such
experimental images andMovies,wephotobleached a square-shapedregion
in both the fluid (Fig. 6c) and the gel (Fig. 7c) active matter media (see
Methods). The experiments reveal that the edge of a bleached region smears
parallel to n in the fluid state, with recovery mediated by trichomemotions
taking about 12min (Fig. 6c). In the gel state, however, the edges of the
bleached area appear sharper while the recovery takes ~40min due to low
trichome velocities (Fig. 7c).

As in 2D, the evolution of phototactic activematter behavior with time
in our 3D active matter system features a transition to quasi-periodic
(oscillating) and confined spatiotemporal trajectories with much smaller

Fig. 4 | Fluid-to-gel transition in cyanobacterial
communities with the nematic order. a–c Time
evolution of 2D Geitlerinema sp. assembly during
continuous local illumination over 72 h.
dTemporal evolution of filaments’ relative surface
area coverage σ, orientational order parameter S2D,
and normalized velocity V/V0, where V0 = 2 µm/s.
Over time, in the course of days, the poly-
saccharide density continuously builds up,
prompting the contiguous transition from the
nematic fluid state (bluish background) to the gel
state (pink background) state. e Typical MSD
curves corresponding to filament motility for an
as-prepared sample starting at elapsed time t = 0
(black), at t = 24 h (pink) and t = 72 h (green),
where the oldest sample shows gel-like behavior
with quasi-periodic motility.
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displacements upon the transition from the nematic fluid to a gel state
(Fig. 5c, d). The average value of drev for these 3D nematic states is ~8 µm
(Fig. 5e), interestingly, being even shorter than ~22 µm for its thin 2D
counterpart of the same age. The filamentous velocity in the 3D nematic
fluid, which is ~0.84 µm/s under illumination conditions of our experi-
ments, eventually decreases down to 0.13 µm/s upon the contiguous for-
mation of the gel state as time elapses (Fig. 5g). Photobleaching of both 3D
fluids and gels reveals that the recovery to uniform states typically occurs
within 30min in the former case (Supplementary Fig. 5c) and only after
more than 1 h (Supplementary Fig. 5d) in the latter case, consistent with the
observed slower filament propulsion within the gel revealed by videomi-
croscopy (Supplementary Movies 5 and 6).

Emergence and behavior of defects in phototactic active
nematics
Collective trichomemigration to lit areas often prompts merging of smaller
nematiclike cyanobacterial colonies with misaligned local director orien-
tations (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7), which yields topological defects,
singular points in the 2D n(r) where director cannot be defined and S2D
vanishes6 (Fig. 6d–j, Fig. 7d–i and Supplementary Movies 7 and 8). We
observed defect formation for bothGeitlerinema sp. (Fig. 6d–j, Fig. 7d–i and
Supplementary Fig. 6) andO. brevis (Supplementary Fig. 7) species studied
here. This defect formation out of the misaligned active nematic domains
can be thought of as an active matter analog of the Kibble-Zurek
mechanism45–47, where nematic domains having different director orienta-
tions merge to form the topological defects (Supplementary Fig. 6). The
probabilities of having defects versus larger uniformdomains formed in this
process depends on the misalignment angles between multiple interacting

smaller domains. The observed defects are characterized by a winding
numberm, defined as the number of times the director rotates by 2π when
one circumnavigates the defect once, with the sign determined by the n(r)
rotation relative to the circumnavigation direction. Our phototactic
nematics exhibit 2D defects of m =+1/2 (Fig. 6d–f and Fig. 7d–f) and
m=−1/2 (Fig. 6g–i, and Fig. 7g–i) winding numbers, consistent with both
the nonpolar symmetry of n(r) and the bipolar nematic cyanobacterial
motility. Described by mappings from a circle (S1) surrounding the 2D
nematic’s defects to theS1/ℤ2≡S1 order parameter space, theseπ1(S1/ℤ2)=
ℤ first homotopy group’s elementary defects are the only ones observed
experimentally in our 2D nematics, even though the higher-winding-
number defects withm =ℤ/2 (as defined here following conventions48) are
topologically allowed. This is likely because of higher energetic costs of their
high-m counterparts in terms of orientational elasticity6,16,48. The +1/2
defects in the nematic fluid state (Fig. 6d–f and Supplementary Movie 7)
exhibit propulsion, a feature common for the active matter systems where
such defects themselves are described as polar active quasi-particles1,16. For
conventional active nematics, similar propulsion of +1/2 defects with the
“comet head” forward would reveal the presence of flows with extensile
active stresses16. Inour system, active-particle-like defectmotility also results
from the lack of balance of active forces within the 2D active nematic host
around the singular core of the+1/2 defect, which can be also linked to the
asymmetry in density of points of propulsion reversals revealed by video-
microscopy tracking (Fig. 6f), where extra reversal points result from mis-
aligned trichomes bumping into one another at the defect core’s site and,
thus, propelling the defect. Differently, the−1/2 defects behave like passive
quasi-particles, for which such active forces are balanced due to higher
inherent symmetry, though the position of the defect’s core still undergoes

Fig. 5 | Trajectories, motion reversals and
velocity distributions in nematic fluids and gels.
a, b Parallel (black) and perpendicular (pink)
position versus time trajectories of Geitlerinema
sp. cyanobacteria for the 2D fluid and gel states,
respectively. c, d Similar data for the 3D nematic
fluid and gel, respectively. Average distances
between every two consecutive reversal points
along the same filament trajectories drev are esti-
mated and marked on different plots.
e Probability plots for drev in 2D and 3D nematic
gels formed by Geitlerinema sp. bacteria, with the
mean values of drev found to be 22 µm and 8 µm,
respectively. Geitlerinema sp. filaments’ velocities
plots for the (f) 2D fluid and gel, and (g) for the 3D
fluid and gel. The data reveal faster filament pro-
pulsion in the fluid state (solid circles) as com-
pared to the gel state (open circles), with velocities
of 0.8 µm/s versus 0.1 µm/s in the 2D case, and
0.84 µm/s versus 0.13 µm/s in the 3D case.
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weakfluctuations as the balance of active forces is not perfect at eachpoint in
time (Fig. 6g–i and SupplementaryMovie 7)16. Spatiotemporal evolution of
n(r) around defects in nematic fluid state is shown in Fig. 6f and i, where
local average filament orientations are depicted before and after the tem-
poral evolution over a short fragment of time, along with the points where
the trichomes reverse their propulsion directions. The reversal points
densely populate the+1/2 defect core’s path (Fig. 6e, f), consistent with the
discontinuity of n(r) around these asymmetric singular points that require
the reversal tooccur and thatprovide further insights intophysical origins of
the +1/2 defect motions. Annihilation of defects with opposite winding
numbers m (Fig. 6j and Supplementary Movie 7) invokes primarily the
motion of a+1/2 defect towards its−1/2 counterpart, similar to the case of
other active nematics14–16. Since the typical initial defect density is low under
the conditions of experiments described here, around 2–4 defects per
1mm2, such annihilation events are rare and tend to drive the system
towards a monodomainlike nematic state. Unlike in other active nematic
systems14–16, where defects were often found both annihilating and being
generated in pairs, events of activity-driven generation of defects with
opposite winding numbers m so far have not been observed in the cyano-
bacterial phototactic active matter system under conditions of our experi-
ments, which was anticipated for active nematics in a certain parameter
range for which activity-related forces cannot overcome the orientational-
elasticity-mediated attraction between the defectswith opposite-signm16. In

our system, thephototactic effects also tend topromote annihilationbecause
defect cores are deprived of trichomes due to the semi-rigid nature of tri-
chomes that cannot adopt highly curved configurations that would corre-
spond to the director field in the defect core’s vicinity. Thus, the
monodomain regions tend to localize in the illuminated areas and defects
tend to be expelled outside of them while often also annihilating. While
theoretical foundations of such effects will need to be considered in the
future, this simple explanation is consistent with the observation that rela-
tively small, sub-mm2 illuminated regions of phototactic active nematics
tend to be defect-free in their central parts.

Continuous polysaccharide slime ejection by the cyanobacteria while
they move43 (Supplementary Fig. 1d), as well as the eventual formation of a
dense viscoelastic matrix in the ensuing dense bacterial communities42,
strongly hinder the defect dynamics (Fig. 7). Consequently, while the pre-
sence of motile +1/2 defects confirms the initial fluidlike 2D phototactic
nematic state (Fig. 6d–f), a transition from fluid into gel-like state occurs
over time due to slime accumulation and immobilizes the+1/2 defects too
(Fig. 7d–i). This transformation is accompanied by an increase of the
number of filament propulsion reversal points. Topological defects in the
well-developed nematic gel states are immobile regardless of their charge or
symmetry (Fig. 7d–i and SupplementaryMovie 8), featuring trichomes that
propel along their static “frozen” tracks decorating (following) the n(r)
(Fig. 7f, i). Like forfilaments themselves, the velocity of+1/2 defects reduces

Fig. 6 | Fluid state of 2Dphototactic nematicswithout andwith defects. a Image of
a 2D nematic monodomain fluid assembled from Geitlerinema sp. visualized at the
single cell level, where conjoined individual cells are visible. b Color-coded spatio-
temporal filaments’ trajectories in the nematic fluid, where black open circles are the
propulsion reversal points. Time elapsed from the beginning of tracking (tmin) until
the end of tracking (tmax) is depicted using the color scale shown in the inset, where
tmax− tmin = 10 min. cTemporal evolution of a photobleachedmonodomain region
within a nematic fluid. d, e Temporal evolution of the+1/2 defect displacement in a
nematic fluid indicated by its color-coded trajectory (e), with the elapsed time given

in minutes and the frames in (d, e) shown for elapsed times marked on frames.
fReversal points and director field evolution over 20 min illustrated by red (original)
and green (evolved) lines for the moving +1/2 defect. g, h Virtually negligible
fluctuation-like displacement of −1/2 defect in fluid shown by its localized time-
color-coded trajectory (h). iReversal points and small director field evolution for the
−1/2 defect. j Annihilation of the moving +1/2 (blue semicircle) and static −1/2
(green triangle) defects, leaving behind a defect-free deformed nematic state after the
elapsed time of t ≈ 4 min. Colored trajectory at t = 4min is the +1/2 defect’s spa-
tiotemporal trace toward annihilation.
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continuously down to zero during the fluid-gel transformation. The semi-
flexible nature of filaments allows them to follow highly curved trajectories
while moving around the defect cores (Fig. 7e, h), without getting off the
slime-created tracks. Velocity values and profiles of filaments moving
around defect cores in the nematic fluid (Fig. 8a, b) and gel states (Fig. 8c, d)
reflect both the symmetry of the director field and the nematic fluid-versus-
gel state. A comparison of velocity profiles (Fig. 8a–d) and corresponding
probability distributions (Fig. 8e, f) can be used to quantify the intrinsic
fluidity of the active nematic medium. For example, the average trichome
velocity around defects in a nematic gel is 0.1–0.2 µm/s, which is lower than
that in the nematic fluid state (within 0.5–0.6 µm/s, Fig. 8e, f), and even
lower than the typical velocity of ~0.3 µm/s of the+1/2 defect’s coremoving
within the 2D phototactic nematic fluid.

At even larger spatial scales (tens-to-hundreds of microns in
thickness), 3D phototactic active nematics can exhibit complex topolo-
gical defects (Fig. 9a and Supplementary Movie 9), with the filament
motion trajectories and director field n(r) tilting out of the planes parallel
to confining substrates and becoming 3D in nature, with various dis-
clination lines propagating through the nematic bulk. Belonging to the
1st homotopy group π1(S2/ℤ2) =ℤ2 (Fig. 9b–d, h)

48, these disclinations
can have their local structures morphed between geometrically different
states and feature only one type of topologically stable objects in 3D that
differs from the topologically trivial state and never terminates within a
nematic bulk. Although their local cross-sectional structures resemble
those of +1/2 and −1/2 pointlike defects in the 2D phototactic nematics
(Fig. 9d–k), these structures can smoothly morph from one to another in
3D while meandering through the active nematic bulk. 3D cross-
sectional nonlinear optical imaging allows for deep noninvasive pene-
tration of optical scanning (enabled by near-infrared femtosecond
excitation light) and robustly elucidates the n(r) of these disclination
lines (Fig. 9e–g and i–k).

Hypothetically, the topology of 3D active nematics also allows for
hosting π2(S2/ℤ2) =ℤ point defects in the nematic bulk48, elements of the
2nd homotopy group, but so far they could not be found as bulk defects in
our experiments. This might be due to energetic or kinetics of formation-
related reasons that for our samples could be partly due to relatively small
thickness of samples. Coincidentally, this lack of observation of topologi-
cally allowed bulk point defects is also similar to recent findings for other
types of 3D active nematic systems15. However, the reasons for the lack of
observation of point defects here might be different and remain to be elu-
cidated as, for example, the phototactic expulsion of defects with cores
deprived of trichomes out of illuminated volumes (similar to expulsion of
2D defects in 2D nematics discussed above) may play a role.

Passive inclusions and spatial confinement with light
Surface confinement prompted by formation of droplets or via immersing
colloidal particle inclusions is often used to induce defects in nematic sys-
tems, even under circumstances when without confinement such defects
quickly annihilate in the conventional “passive” nematic liquid crystal’s
bulk48,49. Furthermore, for strong tangential or perpendicular surface
boundary conditions the topological invariants of defects can be related to
the topological characteristics of confining surfaces, like Euler character-
istics or genus, including cases of spheres, handlebodies andother geometric
structures and topologies49–53. In our phototactic cyanobacterial active
nematics, tactoid-like active nematic droplets can be formed using strongly
localized light shined into sample areas of interest. For example, Fig. 10a–f
reveals the formation of an active nematic state roughlywithin the area of an
illuminated square-shaped region, with the surrounding areas practically
deprived of cyanobacterial filaments that all migrated to the illuminated
region due to phototaxis. As the filaments move into this square-shaped
illuminated area, they eventually adopt a nematic state that has the director
mainly oriented along a diagonal of the square (Fig. 10a). This along-

Fig. 7 | Gel states of 2D phototactic nematics
without and with defects. a Nonlinear optical
imaging of a 2D nematic monodomain gel.
b Filament trajectories in the gel are confined
between the propulsion reversal points (black
open dots). c Temporal evolution of a photo-
bleached region in a 2D nematic gel. d an
immobile +1/2 defect in the gel state. e Color-
coded filament trajectories around the static
“frozen”+1/2 defect core. f Static director field in
the gel state near the+1/2 defect overlaid with the
reversal points. g–i Immobile −1/2 defect, fila-
ment trajectories, and the static director field
around it, respectively. Time elapsed since the
beginning of tracking (tmin) until the end of
tracking (tmax) is depicted using the color scale
shown in the insets of (b, e and h), where
tmax− tmin = 20 min in (b) and 10 min in (e, h).
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diagonal direction of the cyanobacterial filament orientations and motions
emerges spontaneously (alignment along the other diagonal can occur with
the same probability). Corners of the region impose perturbations of the
alignment and motion directionalities (bottom left and top right corners in
Fig. 10a) or cause locally reduced number density of bacteria (top left and
bottom right corners, Fig. 10a). The cyanobacterial filament orientations
slightly depart from the orientation in the bulk along the other fragments of
the perimeter of the illuminated square-shaped region (Fig. 10a–f). In the
terminology common for conventional thermotropic liquid crystals, this
observation corresponds to “weak tangential surface boundary conditions”,
where near-surface filaments tilt away from that in bulk in a way that
reduces the angle between the square-shaped perimeter and cyanobacterial
filaments (Fig. 10a–f). The top right and bottom left corners of the light-
confinedactivenematic region feature the surfacecounterparts of bulkpoint
defects, called “boojums”48–53. Like in the examples featured in Fig. 3, the
tactoidal active nematic region induced by light has thickness larger than
that of an individual filament. Although the analysis of misalignment of
director and velocity orientation directionalities reveals boojum defects48,
the geometric features of these defects are different from what one com-
monly finds in conventional nematic droplets of nanometer-sized rodlike
molecules48–50, though they appear to be close to what is found for the
counterparts of suchdefects in colloidal systems51–53. Boojum locations at the
bottom-left and top-right corners of the nematic region in Fig. 10a corre-
spond to the abrupt jumps of the angle θdescribing trichomeorientations at
the perimeter of the light-induced tactoid probed in Fig. 10e while cir-
cumnavigating the droplet (changing ϕ, Fig. 10a–d). The jumps of θ at the
locations of boojums are of the order of ±90° (Fig. 10e, f). To characterize
bulk charges of boojums, one typicallymaps the director orientation from a
surface encompassing this defect to the order parameter space, which isS2/
ℤ2 for 3D nematics, or to the corresponding S2 order parameter spaces of
the smoothly vectorized director field n(r)48,50. Similar to cases of conven-
tional nematics50, this mapping of n(r) yields fractional charges of boojums
as only a fraction of the order parameter space is covered in the mapping
process. The ratio of the covered and total areas of the orderparameter space
is the boojum’s fractional charge Nb, which is not quantized48, differently
from the case of bulk defect charges. Boojums at locally flat surfaces with
strong tangential boundary conditions have bulk chargesNb = ±1/2, but our
light-induced cuboid-shaped active nematic tactoid contains two opposite-
sign boojums with bulk charges ∣Nb∣~1/4, which is due to a combination of
geometry of the induced tactoid and soft boundary conditions at its surface
(Fig. 10f). Since the surface of the cuboid-shaped volume of phototactic
active nematic is homeomorphic to a sphere, the 2Dπ1(S1/ℤ2) defects in the
directorfieldns(r) tangent to the surface of the active nematic tactoid should
satisfy constraints of the Poincare-Hopf theorem, adding to the sphere’s
Euler characteristic Ω = 248. Indeed, viewing such a smoothly morphed
tactoid along the line connecting boojums reveals that ns(r) has two sin-
gularities with integer-strength winding numbers +1 adding to Ω = 2,
similar to what one observes for tactoids occurring in the nematic-isotropic
coexistence range52.

Boojum defect features48–53 are also observed being induced at surfaces
of foreign inclusions in the form of salt crystals (Fig. 10g–j and Supple-
mentary Movie 10) of different geometric shapes, which are often found
embedded intomonodomainactivenematics after partial evaporationof the
nutrition medium hosting the cyanobacterial communities. Such boojum
features are especially vividly seen for larger inclusions, as marked in the
bottom parts of Fig. 10i, j. Just like in the case of colloidal inclusions in
conventional thermotropic and colloidal nematics48–50, circumnavigation of
the inclusions reveals abrupt changes of director and velocity orientations at
the boojum sites, corresponding to fractional charges ∣Nb∣ < 1/2. We note
that the typical lengths of the studied cyanobacterial filaments are larger
than these immobile surface-attached foreign inclusions, a situation once
again very different from various inclusions in passive nematic systems
where nanometer-long molecules are much smaller thanmicrometer-sized
particles for which boojums are often observed forming at the poles along
the far-field director48–50. Boojums also occur in conventional passive

nematic colloidal systems under equilibrium conditions, where the lengths
of rodlike particles can be also comparable to inclusion diameters, con-
tributing to large cores of these defects51–53, similar to how such boojum
cores are deprived of cyanobacteria in our system (Fig. 10g–j and Supple-
mentary Movie 10). In future studies, it will be of interest to explore how
variousmobile and immobile inclusionswith different surface topology and
geometric shapes interactwith cyanobacterial active nematics in the regimes
of inclusions and confining features being larger than the filament lengths.
This explorationmay be of especial interest from the standpoint of inducing
various topological defects and controlling their dynamics by exploiting
confinement geometry and viscoelastic effects54,55 that can be synergistically
combined with the phototactic effects introduced in this work.

Discussion
The demonstrated light-induced liquid crystallinity of active matter is a
phenomenon analogous to phototropism of conventional passive nematic
systems formed by photosensitive molecules56. The studied cyanobacterial

Fig. 8 | Bacterial dynamics and velocity probability distributions around topo-
logical defects.Typical filament trajectories around (a)−1/2 and (b)+1/2 defects in
the nematic fluid and gel states (c and d, respectively). Color coding shows the local
variations of filament velocity according to the color schemes shown in the insets. In
the fluid state, the filaments propel faster and along trajectories continuously evol-
ving with time, differently from their gel counterparts. Geitlerinema sp. velocity
histograms extracted from (a–d), showing filament velocities around (e) −1/2 and
(f) +1/2 defects in fluid and gel states, revealing faster filament propulsion in the
fluid state (blue) as compared to the gel state (black), with corresponding velocities
within 0.5–0.6 µm/s for nematic fluids versus 0.1–0.2 µm/s for nematic gels.
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filaments, powered by a photosynthetic conversion of light into energy57,
readily self-organize into large contiguous domains of 2D and 3D active
nematics upon locally shining unstructured light with spatial intensity
gradients. In this process, the motility of individual semiflexible cyano-
bacterial filaments changes from being polar and towards the light or along
complex curved trajectories within illuminated areas of initially sparse
communities of filaments to becoming bipolar and along straight lines once
the nematic state forms. While models considering concentration and
collisions of rigid rodlike active particles in 2D5,7,8 anticipated the formation
of an active nematic state with increasing their concentration, here this
emergent process in both 2D and 3D ismuchmore complex than what was
previously modeled or experimentally observed (Figs. 2 and 3). This is
because the phototaxis-mediated crowding of cyanobacterial filaments also
emergently transforms their motility from being mainly polar and along
complex curved trajectories localizing bacterial motions within illuminated
areas to bipolar straight-line dynamics (Supplementary Figs. 1–3 and

Movies 2–4). From a biological perspective, the trichomes’ transition to
bipolarmotilitywithin the crowded environment aids in regulating intakeof
light-supplied energy by allowing the cells to visit the area of illumination
repeatedly, thus securing access to the energy source. Furthermore, the
crowding and spontaneous ordering is further accompanied by increasing
the average length of trichomes and the slime secretion, eventually yielding
dense 2D packing of long filaments with polydisperse lengths (Figs. 2 and 3
and Supplementary Movies 3 and 4). Moreover, such effects could not be
reproduced upon simply concentrating the cyanobacterial filaments by
centrifugation (upon which cell viability is compromised and the cen-
trifuged cells die, likely due to the lack of slime lubrication between them),
highlighting the importance of our methodology of obtaining phototactic
active nematics that is compatible with natural biological processes. Fur-
thermore, the temporal evolution of order parameters depends on the
intensity of light illumination (Supplementary Fig. 8): the dimmer light, the
slower nematic emergence, with lower values of the scalar orientational

Fig. 9 | Polydomain 3D phototactic nematic liquid crystal. a Large-field nonlinear
optical image of the Geitlerinema sp. polydomain 3D nematic sample with dis-
clinations having local 2D cross-sectional structures characterized by the local
configurations corresponding to −1/2 (green triangle) and +1/2 (blue semicircle)
defects. b Cross-sectional nonlinear optical images obtained at different sample
depths Z in a thick polydomain nematic fluid. c reconstructed 2D projections of n(r)
in different cross-sectional planes, revealing a vortex line that is locally structurally
similar to the +1/2 defect at sample depths Z = 140 µm and Z = 200 µm. d Depth-
resolved nonlinear optical images at different depths revealing the 3D structure of
the defect line meandering through the active nematic’s bulk. e The corresponding
geometric configuration of the vortex line’s core (green) revealed by nonlinear
optical scanning images at different sample’s depths Z. f Schematic showing the
filament orientation structure and n(r) (green) around the vortex line with the local
−1/2 defect structure. The green-shaded cross-sectional plane corresponds to the
green dashed cross-sectional line in (d) passing through the defect core.

gMultiphoton-absorption-based nonlinear optical cross-sectional image demon-
strating the filament orientation in the green shaded plane schematically shown on
the image in (f). The green solid line in (g) indicates the position and orientation of
the disclination line within the nematic bulk. hThe 3D structure of a line defect with
local configuration similar to the +1/2 2D defect. i the 3D geometric path/mor-
phology of this line defect. Schematic (j) and cross-sectional (k) image of +1/2
defect, where the blue shaded plane corresponds to the cross-sectional plane passing
through the defect core, and solid blue line is disclination line. j Schematic showing
the filament orientation structure and n(r) (green) around the vortex line with the
local +1/2 defect structure. The blue-shaded cross-sectional plane corresponds to
the green dashed cross-sectional line in (h), passing through the defect core.
kMultiphoton-absorption-based nonlinear optical cross-sectional image demon-
strating thefilament orientation in the blue shaded plane schematically shown on the
image in (h).
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order parameter during evolution and in the developed over long timefluid/
gel states; no nematic states form at very low intensities (0.01 cd and lower).
Thus, our findings reveal rather complex phototactic-behavior-related
origins of the large-scale active nematic formation, showing behavior
markedly different from that found under uniform illumination conditions
without light intensity gradients, where orientational order develops locally.
New theories describing emergence of nematic order under phototaxis-
driven transition will need to be developed. Furthermore, we have also
revealed how nematic fluids without and with motile defects eventually

transform into gels without and with static defects, also featuring quasi-
periodic oscillating motions of filaments along tracks decorating the
nematic director field. These phototactic nematic fluids and gels are new
breeds of active matter that hold a great potential for expanding its funda-
mental and technological utility.

Since the extracellular matrix of dense cyanobacterial communities is
birefringent and orientationally ordered (Supplementary Fig. 4), our find-
ings may also imply that early microscopic observations of cyanobacteria
described by van Leeuwenhoek as “green globules joined together” and

Fig. 10 | Phototactic tactoid and foreign inclusions in the cyanobacterial active
nematic. aNonlinear optical image of a phototactic tactoid that emerged above the
glass surface due to continuous square-shaped illumination with dimensions
5 × 5 mm2. b Zoomed-in image of the uniform nematic alignment in the middle of
the tactoid-like domain. Angle θ defines the director’s orientation. c, d Zoomed-in
images showing the director orientation at the edge of the domain at the different
circumnavigation angles φ. e director orientation versus circumnavigation angle in
the middle (cyan) along the perimeter of the box b and along the edge (blue) of the
entire domain. f schematics showing the tactoid-like bipolar director field and
underlying square-shaped light source; red rods represent filament orientations and

black filled circles indicate the location of boojum-like defects. Inclusions in the
cyanobacterial nematic that emerge during the slow and controllable nutrition
medium drying from Geitlerinema sp. bacterial communities, where salt residues
crystallize into the objects with shapes of (from left to right) (g) disks, (h) spindles, (i)
hexagons, and (j) rectangles. Active nematic analogs of boojums are observed, and
are better pronounced for larger inclusions, as indicated with arrows in the bottom
images of (i) and (j). As expected, due to genus-zero (Euler characteristics ofΩ = 2)
confining surfaces, two boojums are observed for both tactoid-like domains and
spherical inclusions48–52, both imposing weak tangential boundary conditions for n.
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moving “in an orderly manner”38,41,44 were also active nematics, the “living
liquid crystals” described in the scientific literature, long before the recent
renewed interest in such systems9–11. Our work systematically shows how
gradients of ambient-level light intensity trigger isotropic-nematic trans-
formations andorderlyphototacticmotionswithin thedense cyanobacterial
communities, which could be potentially related to van Leeuwenhoek’s
observations, even though his description of findings could also have other
explanations38,41,44. Furthermore, we showed how the phototaxis drives a
transition from initially polar motions of semiflexible long filaments along
complex curved spatiotemporal trajectories confined within illuminated
areas to their bipolarmotility in the ensuing crowded nematic environment,
which until now remained quantitatively unexplored despite cyanobacteria
being among the oldest forms of active living matter on Earth.

Our experimentally accessible system, comprising one of the most
common lifeforms on Earth, the cyanobacteria, may offer unprecedented
means of controlling active matter by supplying energy via patterned illu-
mination, andmay allowmodelingof diverse out-of-equilibriumeffects. For
example, while recent experimental, numerical and theoretical studies
alreadypursue control of activity and functionalitywith light58–63, our system
offers differentmeans of exerting such control due to the combination of its
light-powered photosynthetic and phototactic nature that was not utilized
prior to this our work. While previous works exploit light sensitivity of
already existing nematics by locally controlling activity, our study opens
doors to on-demand creation of 2Dor 3Dactivenematics in desired areas or
volumes of arbitrary shape or topology, as well modulating activity to adopt
arbitrary spatiotemporal patterns. For example, our 3D multi-photon-
absorption-based imaging of 3D phototactic active nematics (see Methods)
utilizes the very samenonlinear optical effects that canbe alsoused to induce
nematic states and photosynthetically activate cyanobacterialmotility along
arbitrary patterns, like the ones corresponding to 3D topologies of trefoil
and other knots, Hopf and other links, etc48,49. While prior studies explored
how defects in active nematics behave under various conditions, our work
reveals how small domains of cyanobacterial active nematic with different
orientations can come together to give origins to defects, an active matter
analog of the celebrated Kibble-Zurek defect formation mechanism. One
can imagine, for example, designing conditions toprobe statistical evolution
of defects as they evolve upon the contiguous nematic formation from
smaller nematic domains, analogously to studies of the Kibble-Zurek
mechanism in passive condensed matter systems. However, realizing and
exploiting the entire spectrum of possibilities enabled by our work is well
beyond the scopeof this present study andwill be pursued elsewhere, andwe
anticipate will open new active matter research directions.

Our study can be extended to a large variety of cyanobacteria and other
light-responsive lifeforms, opening the doors to optically reconfigurable and
stimuli-responsive active matter with unprecedented control of physical
behavior and functionality, potentially enabling technological utility60–63.
While our active phototactic nematics were found to spontaneously form
for the two species studied, the vast variety of cyanobacterial morphologies
(e.g., shapedas spirals, branchedfilaments, etc.)may allow for the formation
ofmore complex active liquid crystals, like active cholesterics, aswell asmay
allow for exploring the inter-relations between the diversity of individual
bacterial motility (e.g., spinning while translating, or not) and that of the
ensuing self-assembled active matter. Thus, facile responses of these active
particles to light and light intensity gradients via phototaxis may allow their
use as a model system in realizing new forms of orientationally ordered
activematter. From amore applied perspective, gradients of intensity could
be generated and dynamically reconfigured to maximize or inhibit many
processes that are important in the context of natural cyanobacterial habi-
tats, ranging across producing oxygen, biofuels, biomaterials or inhibiting
unwanted production of toxins34–40.

Methods
Bacterial cultivation
Our experiments were performed on two cyanobacterial species: the motile
filamentous cyanobacterium Geitlerinema sp., which was kindly provided

by Dr. Elizabeth Trower from the University of Colorado Boulder
(Department of Geological Sciences), and the model organism Oscillatoria
brevis (O. brevis) purchased from the UTEX Culture Collection of Algae at
University of Texas at Austin (UTEX B 1567, isolated from brackish pond
water collected inMiami, Florida, USA). Both species live colonially in long
filaments, also called trichomes, consisting of tens to hundreds of cells
(Supplementary Fig. 1). The Geitlerinema sp. cells possess rodlike shape
with average width of 2.5 µm and length of 3.7 µm, whereas the O. brevis
cells are more disklike in shape with dimensions of 3.7 µm and 1.8 µm,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1). We used A+ nutrient medium to
cultivateGeitlerinema sp., andBG-11medium to cultivateO.brevis. A+was
prepared following the standard protocol64, whereas BG-11 was purchased
fromUTEX. Both species were initially grown on top of solidified agar set in
the correspondingnutrientmediumat a density of 1%w/v. The growth took
place over 5 days in petri dishes placed in an incubator (Innova 4080, New
Brunswick Scientific)with the temperaturefixed at 30 °C, under continuous
illumination with saturating light level of ~70 µmol photons m−2 s−1

(~200 cd) provided by a cool fluorescent lamp (Phillips). Afterwards, for
further exponential growth, cellswere transferred to25mlofA+ andBG-11
liquid media as appropriate to the species in 125ml baffled flasks capped
with a foam stopper (Thermo-Fisher). Growth in liquidmedium took place
over 5–7 days in the incubator under orbital shaking (120 r.p.m.) with fixed
temperature (30 °C) and illumination (~70 µmol photons m−2 s−1 corre-
sponding to ~200 cd). The typical Geitlerinema sp. and O. brevis filament
length in freshly grown colonies dispersed in the liquid medium was 200-
400 µm and 500–700 µm respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1). In our
experiments, we additionally used sample preparations with the initially
shorter yet polydisperse filaments of typical length ranging from 20 µm to
100 µm. The length shortening was achieved by gentle filament sonication
over 20–40 s in a ultrasonic bath (purchased from Bransonic) or by a pro-
cedure of “aging” the culture for approximately one month. This “Aging”
procedure is implemented by transferring culture dishes from incubator
conditions to a benchtop and growing them under ambient light (diurnal
light cycle of sunlight at ~12 µmol photons m−2 s−1) at 20 °C.

3D and 2D phototactic active nematic sample preparation
To obtain the 3D nematic cyanobacterial communities, we initially placed
around 7ml of filaments diluted in their nutrition media at typical con-
centration of 103–104 cells µl−1 into an imagingdish (µ-dish, purchased from
Ibidi) with 35mm or 50mm diameter and #1.5H, 170 µm thickness glass
coverslip bottom. This sample configuration allows for optical microscopy
observation with high numerical aperture and relatively short-working-
distance objectives, as needed for high-resolution optical imaging. All stu-
died thick 3D active nematic samples (Figs. 3 and 9) were obtained in this
geometry upon phototaxis-mediated formation of the nematic states fol-
lowing illumination.

The 2D active nematics were obtained by confining filamentous cya-
nobacteria betweena thinglass plate anda solidifiedagarmedium,within an
approach similar to the one previously used for single-cell-level imaging of
cyanobacterial cell divisions, as we reported in ref. 40. In order to prepare
fresh agar pads, we dispersed 0.1 g of agarose with 10mL of the growth
medium and then heated it up to around 60 °C until it became clear. We
then poured it on a petri dish and waited 10min until gelation was com-
pleted, flipped the agar pad and then loaded 2 µL of a cyanobacteria dis-
persion. After drying cyanobacteria solution on the surface within
15–20min, we loaded the agar pad on a thin coverslip, µ-Slide or µ-Dish.
This allowed us to achieve geometric 2D confinement (Fig. 1), where bac-
terial communitieswere sandwichedbetween theµ-dishbottomsurface and
theuniformlyflat solidified agarmedium(slab area~2 × 2 cm2) infusedwith
the nutrients. The initially low cell concentration allowed for uniform one-
bacterium-thick spacing distance between the dish bottomand agar surface.
As the number density of bacteria increased upon illumination, we found
the trichomes staying at the glass-agar interface and not moving atop one
another, which then resulted in the cyanobacterial filament monolayer
formation.
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The active nematic state of motile Geitlerinema sp. filaments at the
water-air interface (Supplementary Movie 4) was achieved by bacterial
cultivation in an incubator in aµ-dish sealed to the environmentunder static
conditions atfixed temperature (30 °C) and for overall illumination yielding
a photosynthetic photon flux of ~70 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (or ~200 cd).
The growth of salt crystals within the bacterial communities (Fig.10g–j) was
achieved by controlled A+ medium evaporation over 2–3 days at room
temperature (20 °C) and ambient light (diurnal light cycle of sunlight at
~12 µmol photonsm−2 s−1).

Application of spatially-localized illumination
Depending on the aimed dimensions of both 2D and 3D nematic bacterial
communities, we applied different types of photo-patterning to the filament
dispersions in cell culture imaging µ-dishes at either submillimeter
(Fig. 2a, b) or centimeter scales (Figs. 3a, 9a and 10a). At the submillimeter
scale,we utilized light sources fromanOlympus IX-83 invertedmicroscope,
which can function in either brightfield illuminationmode or confocal laser
scanning mode. The µ-dish with bacteria dispersions was positioned onto
themicroscope’smotorized stage equippedwith a specially designed sample
holder. The source of white light directed from the top was from a light
source of brightfield microscopy imaging mode, a halogen bulb. Another
light source was the λ = 561 nm (Coherent OBIS) monochromatic laser
beamdirected from the bottom, normally used as an excitation source in the
confocal microscopy imaging mode. Both light sources could be used for
local illumination of the studied samples, which phototactically attracted
and confined the trichomes in the lit area (Fig. 1a–c). The size of the illu-
minated area was controlled by a condenser aperture diaphragm in the case
of white-light illumination, and with the capabilities of the FluoView
FV3000 software (Olympus) that could define illuminated areas in the laser
scanning mode. All experiments were conducted in near-total-dark envir-
onments (photosynthetic photon flux corresponding to ~0.1 µmol photons
m−2 s−1). The local illumination light in both approaches described above
produced photosynthetic photon flux of ~2–3 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (cor-
responding to ~1.5–2 cd). Cell division in µ-dishes was negligible under our
experimental conditions. Moreover, the isotropic-to-nematic transitions
and other effects could be directly observed and characterized with single-
cell resolution using an Olympus IX-83 microscope and its illumination
controls for both imaging and photo-patterning.

To implement the phototactic optical control of the cyanobacteria at
the centimeter scales (Figs. 3a, 9a and 10a), we placed the µ-dishes with
bacteriadispersions atopof ahorizontallyorientedDell liquid crystal display
(1920 × 1080 pixels resolution) with computer-programmed illumination.
The desired patterns of light intensity and color were then defined by arrays
of pixels of the monitor with desired light illuminations of red, green, white
or other color applied to the samples over illumination areas of arbitrary
shapes,with andwithout gradients in intensity, and atmillimeters-to-inches
lateral dimensions. The experiments were conducted in a dark room under
negligibly low ambient light levels of no more than ~0.1 µmol photons
m−2 s−1. At the same time, the pre-designed locally illuminated cyano-
bacterial community areas above the Dell display were continuously
exposed to ~1 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (~0.07 cd) to phototactically control
filaments. Glycerol was sandwiched between the monitor and the µ-dish
bottom to reduce light reflections and scattering from the surfaces, effec-
tively serving as an index-matching medium. To examine the filaments’
assembly and isotropic to nematic phase transition in these display-enabled
patterned illumination experiments, the µ-dish was removed and observed
using the opticalmicroscope described below, acquiring images and data on
structure and dynamics of the cyanobacterial active matter.

Optical microscopy observations and 3D nonlinear optical
imaging
To study cyanobacterial communities, we utilized an Olympus IX-83
invertedmicroscope in the brightfield imaging mode integrated with a FV-
3000 confocal fluorescence imaging system, which was controlled by
FluoView software (from Olympus). Conventional white light (halogen

bulb) was employed for brightfield imaging. Monochromatic laser beams
with excitation wavelengths of λex = 405 nm targeting chlorophyll or
λex = 561 nm targeting phycobilin (phycocyanin/phycoerythrin) were used
as light sources for fluorescent imaging. These beams were generated by the
corresponding Coherent OBIS Cube lasers withmaximumoutput power of
50mW, though only 0.1–2% of this power was used to assure minimally
destructive imaging. All cyanobacteria are endogenously fluorescent due to
the presence of light-capturing chlorophyll and other pigments such as
phycobilins64. The detected emission wavelength ranges in our experiments
were 660–760 nm for chlorophyll and 630–730 nm for phycobilins. To
allow for high-resolutionfluorescent imagingof 3Ddense and thicknematic
domains while reducing light scattering (Figs. 3 and 9), two-photon
absorption nonlinear optical fluorescence microscopy was utilized. In this
mode, a Coherent Chameleon Discovery tunable femtosecond laser was
used to generate excitation beams at wavelengths of λex = 810 nm and
λex = 1122 nm for chlorophyll and phycobilin, respectively. The detected
emission wavelength ranges were the same as for single-photon confocal
fluorescence imaging mode described above. In some cases, to enhance the
amount of collected fluorescent light emitted from the cyanobacterial
samples, a forward-detection mode was used by adding an additional
objective lens (50× air objective,NA = 0.5), an external photomultiplier tube
(PMT) detector, and a series of optical filters. The fluorescence signal col-
lected by the objective lenswas separated from stimulating lightwith a long-
pass dichroic mirror for only diverting the fluorescent light to the PMT
detector and a short-pass filter (775 nm edge wavelength and Tavg > 93%
481–756 nm) for further rejecting the excitation light. A band-pass filter
before the detector was also used for further cleanup of detected signals.

Structural information characterizing the trichomes’ orientational
order at large scales (Figs. 3a, 9a and 10a) was acquired using a dry 10×
(NA= 0.42) objective. Dynamical properties were mainly probed by using
opticalmicroscopywith oil immersion 60× or 100× objectives (NA = 1.4) to
allow for high-resolution imaging, as needed for proper filament motility
tracking (as in examples shown in Fig. 2c). To acquire 3D image stacks with
multiphoton absorptionnonlinear opticalfluorescencemicroscopy, the 60×
(NA= 1.4) oil immersion objective was used.

Videos with cyanobacteria in different active matter states were
recorded over typical 30–120min time windows. The stability of the
microscope’s stage over these time windows was achieved by the use of a
Z-drift compensation system. For brightfield observations framerates of
0.2–1 fps (Hz) were used during recording. In confocal fluorescent and
multiphotonnonlinear optical imagingmodes, scanning speeds of 2–5 s per
slice (0.2–0.5 Hz) were used. The cross-sectional optical slice’s lateral
scanning dimensions ranged from 200 × 200 µm2 to 1200 × 1200 µm2,
depending on the objective magnification. The typical saturating level of
light used for imaging was set as low as ~0.3–0.5 µmol photons m−2 s−1

(~0.2–0.4 cd) both to reduce the effect of imaging light on phototactic
motility and to minimize cyanobacterial photobleaching. For the photo-
bleaching recovery experiments, square-shaped regions of 160 × 160 µm2

were photobleached extensively using monochromatic laser light at
λex = 405 nm or λex = 561 nm with the saturating light level of
~20–100 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (30–80 cd) over 10–30min.

To reveal and characterize birefringence in our nematic samples
(Supplementary Fig. 4), an Olympus BX-51 polarizing optical micro-
scope was used. The additional crossed linear polarizers and a 530 nm
full-wave phase retardation plate, needed to enable the polarizing optical
microscopy mode observations, were utilized in these observations. The
optical birefringence, defined as Δn = ne− no, where ne and no are the
extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices of the optically mono-
crystalline uniaxial nematic medium, was measured by using a Berek
compensator65 for the bacterial communities developed in the µ-dishes.
The nematic director n in our measurements was first oriented at 45°
with respect to crossed polarizers to maximize light transmission and
then rotated to confirm the monodomain nature of samples via con-
tinuous rotation between the crossed polarizers, followed by a periodic
variation of light transmission.
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Characterization of orientational order and motility of cyano-
bacterial filaments
To analyze cyanobacterial filament surface coverage, orientation and
motility, these active particles were tracked using an open-source ImageJ/
Fiji “Manual Cell Tracking”66 or, whenever possible, with an automatic
“wrMTrck” plugin67 (freeware from NIH). The cyanobacterial 2D relative
surface coverage area σ was measured using low magnification optical
microphotographs (1200 × 1200 µm2) and the definition σ =A/A0, whereA
is the area of the observed region, and A0 is the area that is covered by the
filaments. The error bar for the measured σ at a given time t (Fig. 2f) was
calculated as a standard deviation (x2/k−1)1/2, where x2 is the square of the
surface coverage deviations on each image from the mean value, and k
typically equals 5 and is thenumberof consecutive images takenatmoments
t−2Δt, t−Δt,…,t+ 2Δt (Δt is time step between the two consecutive
images).

The orientational order parameters were calculated through the
numerical integration of the filament angular distributions using the
expression6 S2D = <2cos

2θ−1> known for 2D nematic systems and S3D =
1/2<3cos2θ−1> for the 3D systems, respectively, where θ is the angle between
the individual trichomes and the local director n. Error bars for S2D and S3D
were calculated as a standard deviation based on analyzing five consecutive
fluorescent images (similar to analyzing errors for the surface coverage σ).
Filament velocity distributions, drev, mean square displacement (MSD),
mean square angular displacement (MSAD), and velocity order parameter φ
were calculated while employing MATLAB-based codes and relying on
typically 30 filament trajectories extracted from the videomicroscopy data.
The typical temporal trajectory lengths were ~100 frames in fluid states and
~300 frames for gel states. The cyanobacterial velocityV at a given time twas
calculated as V= |rt–rt-1 | /Δt, where rt and rt-1 are the spatial positions of
filaments in the two consecutive frames. The parallel and perpendicular
MSDs of bacteria under the nematic fluid or gel formation conditions were
quantified with the expressionMSD= (N–n)−1Σi

N-n (ri+n–ri)
2, where n is the

number of intervals of a particular lag time (e.g., the time elapsed between
consecutive frames of the video), N is the total number of lag times, and ri is
the parallel position of a given cyanobacterium, respectively. Analogously,
the MSAD values were calculated68 using the angle values θ at each frame
MSAD= (N–n)−1Σi

N-n (θi+n–θi)
2. The velocity order parameter φ was com-

puted for 2D systems using the expression for the 2D nematic velocity order
parameter φ=<φ(t)>t= 2((<cos

2χ>t- 1/2)
2+<sinχcosχ>2

t)
1/2, where χ is the

angle describing orientation of the velocity vector relative to n, measured by
analyzing the videomicroscopy frames7. The velocity order parameters in
quasi-3D active nematic systems were calculated in a way similar to quan-
tifying φ in 2D phototactic active nematics described above, which is because
the active nematic samples of modest thickness feature distributions of
velocity vectors effectively confined to two-dimensional planes parallel to the
confining substrate.

Data availability
Details on the sample characteristics and composition are included in the
Methods and in the Supplementary Information. Further data supporting
the findings of this study are available from the authors upon reasonable
request.

Code availability
The codes used for the numerical calculations are available from the authors
upon request.
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